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 While contemplating how I might start a narrative on the PIMS program from a shipper’s 
perspective, I am reminded of the children’s bedtime story about the blind men and the 
elephant.  It’s a bit of a stretch, but I can’t help but feel that many well meaning, 
competent pallet industry professionals just don’t “see” what drives supply chain 
managers on the shipper’s side of the equation.  As the story goes, the blind men, based 
on their limited information, conclude that the elephant is like a wall, a spear, a snake, 
etc. (depending on which version of the story you read).  Like the elephant, a shipper’s 
priorities with respect to pallets can be difficult to understand without a clear view of the 
big picture, as well as some factual information on the details. 
  
 The primary driving force influencing SCM’s (Supply Chain Manager’s) decision-making 
process is operating cost.  A recent survey of SCM’s conducted by eyefortransport 
validates this premise, with cost reduction number 1 on the list of active projects, and 
number 2 on the list of current challenges (behind forecasting). “Green” initiatives, while 
getting much publicity, are down at number 17 on the project list and 11 on the 
challenges list.  Given these priorities, pallet expense, measured in trip-cost, will not be 
allowed to increase without extreme leverage.  Why is this relevant to PIMS?  Studies 
done to-date show that the PIMS model is financially viable to the supply chain.  
Unfortunately, these studies also show that the favorable economics are not shared by all 
parties involved.  Shippers not only do not share in the potential cost savings, they are 
burdened with an increase in trip cost as well as a major investment in populating the 
pallet pool. 
 Recent information provided by the PIMS Development Team indicates some progress in 
understanding the shipper’s perspective.  A presentation made to the WPA meeting in 
January discussed several supply chain scenarios with varying ownership and process 
concepts.  While these scenarios recognize the shipper’s trip-cost issue, they appear to fall 
short of providing a workable “solution”.  

The “customer purchased pallet” scenario addresses the trip-cost issue by providing a 
“rebate” to the customer (shipper).  The problem with this scenario is ownership of the 
pallet.  The rebate funds come from the pallet manufacturer “selling” the pallet to a 
recycler.  This doesn’t seem feasible since the manufacturer has already “sold” the pallet 
to the customer!  The customer has “given” the pallet to the Distribution Center under 
product, and the DC is expected to “give” the pallet to a certified recycler, who is expected 
to “buy” the pallet from the original manufacturer.  This process is awkward at best and 
has serious ownership issues.  Given the legal problems the industry has already 
experienced with ownership/possession issues with the rental model, this scenario doesn’t 



 

 

look feasible. What does the recycler do with the pallets he purchased?  Sell back to the 
manufacturer?  The cycle is incomplete as illustrated. 

The “cost per trip” scenario simplifies the ownership issue, in that the manufacturer 
retains ownership of the pallet until the pallet is “given” to the recycler by the DC.  Again, 
the manufacturer “sells” the pallet to the recycler, and charges the customer (shipper) a 
“trip charge”.  This process is very similar to the rental model (substitute “rent” for “trip 
charge”) up to the point of selling to the recycler.  This scenario has potential from a 
shipper’s perspective, however may struggle with administrative complexity and again 
ownership issues caused by multiple pallet manufacturers, DC’s and recyclers all 
participating in a common “pool/inventory” of pallets.  Example: pallet manufacturer A 
provides 100 pallets to shipper B who ships product to the DC; pallet manufacturer C 
provides 100 pallets to shipper D who ships product to the DC.  DC gives 100 pallets to 
recycler E…who gets to charge recycler E for 100 pallets, manufacturer A or C?  

The “manufacturer owned” scenario is virtually identical to the rental model, again 
substitute trip charge for rent.  Also again with multiple manufacturers, etc, participating,  
the administrative complexity would be extreme. 

Finally, the “customer owned” scenario is similar to existing proprietary pallet programs, 
with the further complexity of the “common pool/inventory”.  Ownership again becomes a 
challenging issue, as well as issues like allocation of returns (shippers needing pallets, 
wanting return of “their” pallets) managing/identifying actual trip cost, accounting for 
assets, etc. 

These types of concerns from a shipper’s perspective will likely result in strong 
resistance, and/or cause the program to be non-competitive when compared to the rental 
programs.  Shippers want a viable, competitive alternative to the rental programs, 
unfortunately the PIMS model as is currently described doesn’t appear to fit the bill.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
  


